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Chapter 8
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The chapter explores polynomial functions in greater depth. Students will learn how to

sketch pôlynomial functions without using their graphing tool by using the factored form

of the polynomial. In addition, they learn the reverse process: finding the polynomial

equation from'the graph. For further information see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons

8.1.1, 8.I.2,and 8.1.3.

Example 1

State whether or not each of the following expressions is a polynomial. If it is not, explain why

not. If it is a polynomial, state the degree of the polynomial.

-7xa+?*t*x2-4.1x-6 8+3.2x2 -nx5 -61x10a.

c 9x3 + 4x2 -6x-r +7* x(x3 +2)(x4 - 4)

A polynomial is an expression that can be written as the sum or difference of terms. The terms

are in the form ax" where ø is any number called the coefficient of x, and n,the exponent,

must be a whole number. The expression

fraction (?) it acceptable. The degree of ,

so in this'cáse the degree is four. The exp

is ten. The expression in part (c) is not a po

allowed because the exponents of the variable cannot be negative The second reagon 
is 

becay¡.e

of the 7x . Thevariable cannot be a power in a polynomial. Although the expressioil in'part (d)

is not the sum or difference of terms, it can be written as the sum or diff" erence of terms by

multþlying the expression and simplifying. Doing this gives x8 +2x5 - 4x4 - 8x , which is a

polynomial of degree 8.

Example 2

V/ithout using your graphing tool, make a sketch of each of the following Polynomialq by using

the orientation, roots, and degree.

a. l@)=(x+lXx-3Xx-4) b. y=þc-6)2(x+1)

c. p(x)= x(x+t¡zçx- +¡2 d. Í(x)=-(x+ t)3(x-t)2

b

d
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7

Through investigations, students learn a number of things about the graphs of polynomial
functions. The roots of the polynomial are the x-intercepts, which are eàsily fóund when the
polynomial is in factored form, as are all the polynomials above. Ask yourielf the question:
what values of x will make this expression equal to 0? The answer *ill giu. you the roots. In
part (a), the roots of this third degree polynom ial are x = -1, 3, and 4 . I; part (b) , the roots of
this third degree polynomial are 6 and -1. The degree of a polynomial tells you the maximum
number of roots possible, and since this third degree polynomial has just tworoots, you might
ask where is the third root? x = 6 is called a double root, since that éxpression is squared and is
thus equivalent to (x - 6)(x - 6) . The graph will just touch the x-axis ãt * = 6, and,,bounce,, off
The fifth degree polynomial in part (c) has three roots, 0, -1 , and 4 with both -l and 4 being
double roots. The fifth degree polynomial in part (d) has two roots, -l and 1, with 1 being a
double root, and -1 being a triple root. The triple root "flattens" out the graph at the x-axis.

with the roots, we can sketch the graphs of each of these polynomials.

ba

v v

-l
4 x

c d

6 X

x

v v

-1

0 x

Check that the roots fit the graphs. In addition, the graph in part (d) was the only one whose
orientation was "flipped." Normally,apolynomial with un õ¿d degree, starts oif negative (as
we move left of the graph) and ends up positive (as we move to the right). Because the
polynomial in part (d) has a negative leading coefficient, its graph does the opposite.
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Example 3

Write the exact equation of the graph shown at right.

From the graph we can write a general equation based on the

orientation and the roots of the polynomial. Since the

x-intercepts are -3,3, and 8, we know (x+3), (x- 3), and

(¡ - S) are factors. Also, since the graph touches at -3 and

bounces off, (x + 3) is a double root, so we can write this

function as /(x) = a(x + 3)2 (x- 3Xx - 8) ' we need to

determine the value of. a to have the exact equation.

-10

5. y = -Qc + 3)(x2 +2\(x + 5)2

7. !=x(x+4)(x2-lX¡-a)

-10

Chapter 8

10
x

v

10

0)

(0,
5

-2)

Using the fact that the graph passes through the point (0,-2), we can write:

-2=a(0+¡)2(o-3x0-s)
-2 = a(9)(-3X-8)

-2 = 2l6a

a=-h=-#

Ð
Therefore the exact equation is /(¡) = - # @+3)2(x- 3Xx- 8) .

Problems

State whether or not each of the following is a polynomial function. If it is, give the degree. If it
is not, explainwhy not.

1. t *, * +.zziø - )c4 -nx2 +J-z*-o.t

2. 45x3 -o.tlxi-frx+f +ls

3. x(x*zl (o + *)

4. y=Qc+5)(x -t)z(x-l)

6. Í(x) - -x(x * 8Xx + 1)

Sketch the graph of each of the following polynomials.
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Below are the complete graphs of some polynomial functions. Based on the shape and location of
the graph, describe all the roots of the polynomial function, its degree, and orientation. Be sure to
include information such as whether or not a root is a double or triple root.

9 vv8 v 10

-7 1
x

-7 7 -Ì
-7

Using the graphs below and the given information, write the specific equation for each
polynomial function.

11. y-intercept: (0, 12) L2. y-intercept: (0, -15) 13. y-intercept: (0,3)

5 5 5

Answers

1. Yes, degree 7.

2. No. You cannot have .r in the denominator

3. No. When you multþly this out, you will still have x in the denominator.

4. Theroots are)c=-5, 1, and7 with¡= l beingadoubleroot.
Remember a double root is where the graph is tangent. This
graph has a positive orientation.

7

v y v

)(
55

v

x
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5. The roots aÍe x = -3 and x = -5, which is a double

root. The xz +2 term does not produce any real

roots since this expression cannot equal zero. The

orientation is negative. The giaph crosses the y-axis

àt Y= -150 '

6. This graph has negative orientation
and the roots are Í = -8, -1, and 0. Be

sure to include x = 0 as a root.

7 . x2 -l gives us two roots. Since it factors to
(¡ + lXx - 1) , the five roots aret x = -{,-1, 0, 1,

and 4. The graph has a positive orientation.

v

Chapter 8

x

x

x

v

r

Ð

v

l 8. A third degree polynomial (cubic) with one root at x =0,and one double root at x = 4. It

has a positive orientation.

g. A fourth degree polynomial with real roots at x = -5 and -3, and a double root at x -- 5. It
has a negative orientation.

10. ,,4 fifth degree polynornial with five real roots: x = -5,-t,2,4,and 6. It has a positive

orientation.

11. y=(x+'3xf -L)@-a)

) = {.1(¡+ 5)(x +2)(x- 3Xx- 5)

y=#@+3)2(x-t)@- a)

t2.

t3.
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COMPLEX NUMBERS 8.2.1and 8.2.3

Students are introduced to the complex numb
when trying to solve some equations such as
had no solution. They see how the solution t
and how imaginary and complex numbers ari
further information see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons g .2.1 , g .2 .2 , and g .2 .3 .

Example 1

Solve the equation below using the Quadratic Formula. Explain what the solution tells you aboutthe graph of the function.

2x2 -20x+53=0

As a quick review, the Quadratic Formula says: If ax2 + bx * c= 0 then ,ç = -øtJø?-q*. Here,a = 2, b = -20, and c = 53. Therefore,

-(-20 -zq2-qe)rsl)x-
2(2)

2s¡Jaoo-a2a
4

20tJi4

(

4

we now have an expression with a negative under the radical. until now, students would claimthis equation has no solution. In fact,It has no real solution, bur iiã"lr rtï* ã ,o-pl"* solution.

we define i = Gl 
-u.t 

* imaginary number. when we combine an imaginary number with areal number, we call it a complex number. complex numbers are written in the form a + bi.Using i, we can simplify the answer above.

- _ 2otJ44n--4

- zot"4.a.6
4

_ zo+z¡Ja
4

z(rotiG)
4

_ touJ6

e
96
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Chapter 8

Because this equation has no real solutions, if we were to graph ! = 2x2 -20x + 53 we would

does not cross the -r-axis' If we completed the

îî'ïi"î::ä,?ff;-'""i,:"iffifi^":l;T :i*"

Therefore, the graph of the function ! = 2x2 - 20x + 53 has no o

complex roots, * =**. Recall that we said the degree of a p

-uri-o1n number of roots. In fact the degree þlls us the exact

might be complex.

Example 2

Simplify each of the following expressions

a. ¡ + J-ra

c. (4tX-5,)

(3+ 4i)+ (-2- 6i)

(8-3l)(8+3i)

Remember that i = € . Therefore, the expression in (a) can be written as

3+ ¡-tU = 3+ 4h = 3+ 4i. This is the simplest form; we cannot combine real and imaginary

parts of the complex number. But, as is the case in part (b), we can combine real parts with real

parts, and imaginary parts with imaginary parts: (3+ 4i)+(-2-6i)=1'-2i ' In part (c), we can

use the commutative rule to rearrange ttris expssion: (4tX-5r) = (4 '-5Xt 'i) = -20i2 '

However, remember that i= GI , Jo i2 = ç.li¡z = -l . Therefore, -20i2 = -20(-1) =20 .

Finally in part (d), we will multiply using methods we have used previously for multþlying

binomials. you can use the Distributive Property or generic rectangles to compute this product.

(s - 3,X8 + 3i) =8(s)+ 8(3t)- 3t(8) - 3i(3i)

64+24i-24i+9
- nQ._ IJ

b

d

I

8

3t

The two expressions in part (d) are similar. In fact they are the same except for the middle sign'

These two åxpressions áre called complex conjugates, and they are useful when working with

complex nu-b"r.. As you can see, -uttiplying a complex number by its conjugate produces a

real number! This will always happen. Also, whenever a function with real coefficients has a

complex root, it always has the conjugate as a root as well'

-24t64

924t
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Example 3

Make a sketch of a graph of a polynomial functi on p(x) so that p(x) =0 would have only four
real solutions' Change the graph so that it has two real and two complex solutions.

l,

v

5If p(x) = 0 is to have on p(x) will
have four real roots. Thi iynomial
that crosses the x-axis in s. One
such graph is shown at right. -10 5lox

-5

In order for the graph to have only two real and two complex
roots, we must change it so one of the ,,dips,, does not reach
the x-axis. One example is shown at right.

v
5

-10

v

5lox

Problems

Simplify the following expressions.

7. (6 + 4i) - (z - i) 2. 8, _ aE 3. e3)Øi)(j i)

4. (s-7i)(-2+3i) s. (3+2i)(3_zi) 6. (6_s,)(.Æ+s;)

some polynomial functions. Based on the shape and location
s of the polynomial function. Be sure to include information
r trþle, real or complex, etc.

7 8v

-7 7

1
x

9.

98

V/rite the specific equation for the polynomial function passing through the point (0,5),
and with roots x = 5,)c = -2 andx =3i.
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Chapter 8

Answers

1. 4+ 5i

4i

84

lI + 29i

13

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

28

A third degree polynomial with negative orientation and with one real root at x = 5 and

two complex roots.

8

9

A fifth degree polynomial with negative orientation and with one real root at x= -4 and

four complex roots.

y = - å (*' -3x - 10) (rz +s)
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FACTORING POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 8.3.1 and 8.3.3

Students learn to divide polynomials as one method for factoring polynomials of degreeshigher than two. Through division and with two theorems, students are able to rewritepolynomials in a form more suitable for graphing. They cán also easily find a polynomials,roots, both real and complex. For further informãtion see the Math Notes boxes in Lessons8.3.1, 8.3.2,and 8.3.3.

Example 1

Divide x3 + 4x2 -J x - 10 by x +I .

students have learned to multiply polynomials using several methods, one of which is withgeneric rectangles' The generic rectangle is a methãd that works for polynomial division as well

To find the product of two el the dimensions withthe two polynomials. The
division, we start with the olynomials. For

other dimension. 
ru' u'v e the model to find the

To review, consider the produc t (x + 2)(x2 + 3x _ 7) .
We use the two expressions as the dimensions of a
rectangle and calculate the area of each smaller part of
the rectangle^. In this case, the upper left rectangie has
an area of x3. The next rectangle to the right hãs an
area of 3x2 . Wecontinue to cilculate each smaller
rectangle's area, and sum the collection to find the total
area. The total area represents the product.

Here,thetotalareais x3+3x2-7x*2x2+6x-14,or )c3+5x2-x-14 onceitissimplified.

q
x'

)

)c

Jç

Now we will do the reverse of this process for our
example. V/e will set up
x*1 and anateaof x3 +

that has a width of
10 . We have to

a rectangle
4xz -7x-

move slowly, however, as we do not know what the
length will be. V/e will add information to the figure

has an area equal to

gradually, adjusting as we go. The top left rectangle
the highest-powered term: x3 .

I

Now work backwards: If the area of this rectangle 1S
¡3 and the side has a length of x, what does the length of the other side have to be? It would bean x2. n we fill this piece of information above the upper left small rectangle we can use it tocompute the area of the lower

i

å

CI
I

å
ä
#

x3 3xz 1x

2xz 6x -14

x3

100

left rectangle
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x3 x

x2

x3

x2

Chapter 8

x3 3x2

x2 3x

rcz 3x -10

JC rf 3x2 -10x

x2 3x -10

of the terms is a quadratic, students

+ 5)(x -2) .

x

1

+
1

The total area is x3 + 4x2 -7 x-10 , but we only have 1¡3 and lx2 so far' We will need to add

ï*, 
^or"to 

the total area (plus some other terms, but remember we are taking this one step at a

time).
x2 3x

Once we have filled in the remaining ee *Zst area' we

can figure out the length of the top side' Remember

that pán of the left side has a length of x' This means

that part of the top must have a length of 3x'

Use this new piece of information to compute the area

of the rectangle that is to the right of the x3 rectangle,

and then the small rectangle below that result'

V[ith this new piece of area added, we can

compute the top piece's length and use it to

calculate the area of the rectangle below the -10¡'
Note that our constant term in the total area is -10,
which is what ourrêctangle has as well'

Therefore we can *nt" ffiú -- )c2 +3¡ - 10 , or

x3 +4x2 - 7x-10=(¡ +I)(x2 +3x-10). Nowthatone

can to factor it. Therefore, rc3 + 4x2 -7 x- 10 = (x + lXx

)c

I

our total area has a total of -7x,but we have only 3x so far. This means we will need to add

-10x more. Place this amount of area in the rectángle to the lj'ght of 3x2 '

Ð

1
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Example 2

Factor the polynomial and find all its roots

P(x) = x4 + x2 -l4x - 48

Students learn the Integral zeroTheorem, which says that zeros, or roots of this polynomial,must be factors of the constant term. This geTs the possible real roots of this polynomial are+7'!2't3,+{,t6, +8, +12,+16,+24,ort48. In thisìase there are 20 possible roots to check!We can check them in a number of ways. One
corresponding binomial expression (for instanc
(.r + 1) to see if it is a factor. Another method i
see which of them, if any, make the po
corresponding expression once we hav

Substituting values for p(x),we get:

P(1) = (1)4 + (D2 -14(t)_ 48

=1+1-14-49
= -60

P(-1) = (-1)4 + eDz _AeD_ 48

P(2) = (2)4 + Q)2 _ r4(2) _ 48

=16+4-28-48
= -56

=1+1+14-48
- _2.n

P(-2) - (-2)4 + çÐ2 _ t4(_2) _ 48

=16+4+28-49
=Q

We can keep going, but we just found a root, x = -2. Therefore, x + 2 isa factor of thepolynomial' Now we can divide the polynomial by trtiriu"tot to find the other factors.

This other factor, however, is o high to use easier methods of factoring.Therefore we must use the Int!2,o3,!4,!6,+B,xt2,+24. ,T:1'#,:iiiÏlffii:ffirorromtherisr+r,
Q(x) - x3 - 2x2 * 5x - 24 , a simprer porynomiar to evaluate.

2

x4 -2x3 5x2 -24x

2x3 4x2 10x -48

LO2
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QQ)= (3)3 - 2Q)2 + s(3)-24

=27 -18+15-24
-0

:3

Nowwehave P(x) =x4 +x2 -I4x-48=(x+2)(x-3)(x2 +r+8)'

Therefore, the original polynomial factors as:

p(x) - x4 + x2 - r4x- 48 = (x + 2)(x- ,l ('- =l+tr) ('- =1+t)

Problems

1. Divide 3x3 -5x2 -34x+24 bY 3x-2.

3. Divide 6x3 - 5*'!5x-2 bY 2x-1.

Factor the pglynomials, keeping the factors real.

4. Í(x)=2x3 + x2 -I9x+36

fin¿ aU roots for each of the following poþomials

6.' P(x) - xa -2x3 + x2 -Bx'I2

2. Divide x3 + x2 - 5x+3 bY x-l .

5. g(x)= x4'x3 -l\xz -5x+4

7 . Q@) - x3 -14x2 +65x-L02

Answers

1. xz - x-12

3. 3x2 - x+2

'5. g@)=(¡+1)(¡ -4)(x2 +2x-t)
7. x=6,4+i,4-i

Chapter 8

It is certainly helpful to find a root so quickly!
Since x = 3 is a root,x - 3 is a factor.
Therefore, we can divide again.

x2+x*8=0

2. xz +2x-3

4. l@)= (x+ 4)(2x2 -7 x+9)

6. x = -I,3,2i,-2¡

x

8¡x'xt

-241x-3x2
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